
Benedetto LUTI (Florence 1666 - Rome 1724) 

The Head of an Apostle
Pastel on grey paper. 

Signed and dated Roma 1712 / Benedetto Luti fece on the verso. 
Further signed and dated Roma 1712 / Benedetto Luti fece on the frame backing board.
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Luti was particularly noted by his contemporaries for his work as a draughtsman in pastel and coloured
chalks. As Peter Bowron has written of the artist, ‘His earliest biographers expressed their admiration
for his pastel and coloured chalk drawings, which, for their relatively early date in the Settecento, are

characterized by unexpected freshness and brilliance.’ Luti’s interest in the medium of pastel was
developed as a student in his native Florence in the 1680’s, where the works in the technique were

popular at the Medici court. The earliest known pastel drawings of heads by Luti are dated 1703 and
1704, and the artist continued to produce such works throughout his later career. 

Luti’s chalk and pastel studies of heads, produced as autonomous works of art, were highly sought-after
by collectors and connoisseurs, and account for a small but significant part of the artist’s oeuvre.

Bowron has pointed out that ‘Luti produced intermittently throughout his career highly finished drawings
and pastels for the trade. These fresh and luminous studies of heads and bust-length figures are
historically significant as among the first of their kind to be created and appreciated strictly as

independent works of art rather than as preparatory studies for a canvas or fresco...The result was a
thriving trade in pastel heads of young children, saints, and angels, and in portraits.’ Among the

collectors of these highly finished pastel drawings of heads by Luti were the Gran Principe Ferdinando
de’ Medici in Florence and both the Marchese Niccolo Maria Pallavicini and Cardinal Pietro Ottoboni in

Rome, as well as such eminent foreign visitors to Rome as Thomas Coke, 1st Earl of Leicester.

In superb condition, this is one of a set of twelve pastel heads of apostles by Luti, executed in 1712,
which first appeared at auction in 19873, and which have been aptly described as ‘among the most

handsome creations of the artist’. The identification of the individual apostles is not possible, however,
since Luti has depicted them without their respective attributes. Although it has been suggested that this
series of pastels were drawn as studies for heads in finished paintings by the artist, it is more likely that
they were intended as autonomous works of art. This is further confirmed by the signature and dating of



most of the pastels on the backing boards of their original frames - as seen in the present example –
which would further suggest that the works were either framed in Luti’s studio, or under his supervision. 

This splendid drawing is a particularly fine and fresh example of Luti’s mastery of the pastel medium.
The pastel is handled with great skill and a refined technique, with areas of stumping contrasted and

complemented with individual chalk strokes of unblended colour. Neil Jeffares has written of this 1712
group of pastel heads of apostles that ‘The subtle coloration of these heads achieves a remarkable

sense of volume and luminosity; reds and oranges predominate. Distinctive traces of black chalk – in
hair and on clothing – betray the graphic conception behind what are some of the earliest true paintings

in pastel.’ 

While it is likely that this set of twelve pastel heads of apostles was the result of a particular
commission, the identity of the patron or original owner of these drawings remains as yet unknown.

Certainly, Luti’s position as one of the leading collectors, art dealers and connoisseurs in Rome allowed
him an excellent opportunity to market his finished pastel drawings, and the likelihood is that the entire
series of twelve heads were intended for one patron or collector, and acquired en bloc. They remained
together as a group, in their original 18th century Roman frames, for 275 years before being dispersed

at auction in 1987. 
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Artist description:

Benedetto Luti was a pupil of Anton Domenico Gabbiani in Florence in the 1680s, and at the end of the
decade was sent to Rome to complete his training at the Medici academy there. Admitted to the
Accademia di San Luca in 1695, Luti worked in Rome for the remainder of his successful career,
becoming one of the most important and influential artists in the city. He earned commissions from

Popes Innocent XII and Clement XI and several cardinals, as well as members of the Roman nobility
and the city’s leading families, and painted altarpieces and decorations for churches and palaces in
Rome and elsewhere. Luti continued to maintain close contacts with Florence, however, and enjoyed
the particular patronage of Cosimo III, Grand Duke of Tuscany; he also sold paintings to prominent

collectors in France, England and Germany, notably Lothar Franz von Schönborn, Archbishop-Elector of
Mainz. The 17th century biographer Lione Pascoli wrote of Luti that ‘he achieved a tender and delicate
manner, of lovely and soft colour with perfect design, and with such harmonious compositions so well

attuned to his exquisite taste, that no one has been able to imitate it.’ 

Luti was not a prolific painter, however, and less than eighty paintings by the artist are known today. A
gifted teacher with a large studio, he counted among his pupils Placido Costanzi, Giovanni Paolo

Pannini and the brothers Jean-Baptiste and Carle van Loo. He held private classes in life drawing and
took a leading role in the affairs of the Accademia di San Luca, of which he was elected principe in
1720. Recognized as a fine connoisseur himself, Luti was also active as an art dealer, agent and

collector in Rome, eventually assembling a large collection of drawings by earlier artists, numbering
almost 15,000 sheets.

Benedetto Luti’s significance as a painter and draughtsman was aptly summarized by the pioneering



modern scholar of 18th century Italian art, Anthony Clark: ‘Luti was a lovely and careful artist; and he is
rather a rare one. His originality was appreciated, but not without reservations and misunderstanding.
Highly intelligent, solitary, melancholy, and sickly, Luti was a great collector of drawings and prints, and
not overfond of the act of painting – at which he was more brilliant and easy than any Roman colleague
of the day. His honors and fame in Europe were considerable…His perfectly executed paintings, his

drawings of exquisite quality…are one of the finest and most formative achievements of the century.’ As
a draughtsman, Luti was particularly noted by his contemporaries for his work in pastel and coloured

chalks, and beginning in the early years of the 18th century he produced a number of highly finished and
coloured drawings of heads that were much sought-after by collectors and connoisseurs.


